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53 Abstract

54 The increasing demand for recombinant proteins for a wide range of applications, from 

55 biopharmaceutical protein complexes to industrial enzymes, is leading to important growth in this 

56 market. Among the different efficient host organism alternatives commonly used for protein 

57 production, the yeast Pichia pastoris (Komagataella phaffi) is currently considered to be one of 

58 the most effective and versatile expression platforms. The promising features of this cell factory 

59 are giving rise to interesting studies covering the different aspects that contribute to improving 

60 the bioprocess efficiency, from strain engineering to bioprocess engineering.  The numerous 

61 drawbacks of using methanol in industrial processes are driving interest towards methanol-free 

62 alternatives, among which the GAP promoter-based systems stand out. The aim of this work is to 

63 present the most promising innovative developments in operational strategies based on rational 

64 approaches through bioprocess engineering tools. This rational design should be based on 

65 physiological characterization of the producing strains under bioprocess conditions and its 

66 interrelation with specific rates.  This review focuses on understanding the key factors that can 

67 enhance recombinant protein production in Pichia pastoris; they are the basis for a further 

68 discussion on future industrial applications with the aim of developing scalable alternative 

69 strategies that maximize yields and productivity. 

70

71 Introduction 

72
73 Currently, proteins are used in a wide range of applications for industries, including 

74 pharmaceuticals, diagnostics, food, detergents, biofuels, textiles, polymers, and paper and pulp 

75 [1,2]. By using recombinant DNA technology, proteins of interest can be produced in different 

76 cell factories obtaining expression levels hundreds of times higher than those produced naturally 

77 [3]. The market for recombinant proteins, including from biopharmaceutical protein complexes 

78 to industrial enzymes, is growing steadily. The market for biopharmaceuticals is expected to reach 

79 $386.7 billion by the end of 2019 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 10.6% [4,5], 
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80 while for industrial enzymes, it is predicted to reach $6.3 billion in 2021 at a CAGR of 4.7% [6]. 

81 High demand and continuous market expansion provide incentives to improve the protein 

82 production platforms, both to enable the production of novel proteins and to reduce the 

83 manufacturing costs of the existing processes [7].

84

85 The choice of a suitable cell factory for the production of a recombinant protein is therefore very 

86 important and probably one of the most challenging and critical steps that should be addressed at 

87 the beginning of the bioprocess design [8,9]. In a perfect scenario, one universal expression 

88 system would enable the expression of all possible recombinant genes in a fast, cheap, and 

89 accurate manner with respect to yield, folding and biological activity [10]. However, the 

90 limitations of the current existing systems require empirical and specific determination of the 

91 most suitable cell factory among the potential candidates.  The selection of the expression system 

92 must be based on production parameters, such as costs, yield, production timescale, scale up 

93 capacity and downstream processes, as well as on the properties and use of the product [11]. 

94 Different applications have different requirements for both quantity and quality. The 

95 characteristics of the target protein must also be taken into account in terms of structure and the 

96 requirement to incorporate post-translational modifications (PTM) [10]. Glycosylation represents 

97 the most complex and widespread PTM, being associated with 40% of all approved products [12]. 

98 Selecting a wrong expression host can result in the protein being misfolded or poorly expressed, 

99 lacking the necessary PTM’s or containing unsuitable modifications.

100

101 In general, bacteria provide an excellent expression system for proteins that do not require 

102 synthesis in a glycosylated or extensively modified form, allowing fast and inexpensive 

103 production processes [8]. Among the different alternatives, Escherichia coli has been considered 

104 the workhorse for recombinant protein production (RPP), but Bacillus species, as well as other 

105 bacterial organisms, such as Pseudomonas fluorescens, Staphylococcus carnosus and 

106 Streptomyces lividans, are also efficiently used as cell factories for RPP [13,14]. Interestingly, 
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107 significant progress has been made over the past recent years towards the development of E. coli 

108 strains able to perform eukaryotic-like PTM’s such as glycosylation, as well as engineering 

109 efficient protein secretion systems. In contrast to bacteria, mammalian cell lines should be able 

110 to overcome most of the limitations of producing recombinant eukaryotic proteins. Consequently, 

111 due to the capacity to perform human PTM’s, as well as to correctly fold and assemble human 

112 proteins, they have become the dominant recombinant production system for medical applications 

113 [16]. They still present important drawbacks, such as low growth rates and product yield, high 

114 costs derived from the use of complex media and sera or potential viral contaminations [17]. In 

115 addition, in terms of bioprocessing, the operational mode, process control and scaling-up steps 

116 are also challenging [18]. Consequently the specific yields obtained with these bioprocesses based 

117 on mammalian cell lines are often low [17].

118

119 In this context, eukaryotic microorganisms such as yeast emerge as an ideal intermediate. They 

120 combine the eukaryotic ability for protein processing, such as folding, assembling and introducing 

121 PTMs, with important microbial advantages such as the capacity to grow quickly to high cell 

122 densities in chemically defined media. In addition, yeasts can secrete recombinant proteins into 

123 the extracellular media, greatly facilitating downstream processing [19]. Yeasts were first 

124 implemented as a recombinant protein platform in 1981 using Saccharomyces cerevisiae [20]. 

125 Since then, other yeasts have been developed into alternative cell factories presenting some clear 

126 advantages, with prime examples including Pichia pastoris, recently reclassified as Komagataella 

127 phaffi, as well as other yeasts, such as Hansenula polymorpha [21] or Kluyveromyces lactis [22]. 

128 P. pastoris is currently considered to be one of the most effective and versatile systems for the 

129 production of heterologous proteins [23]. This methylotrophic organism was developed as a host 

130 system in 1985 [24]. Its primary advantages are summarized in Table 1. Currently, over 5,000 

131 recombinant proteins have been expressed in the P. pastoris system reaching expression levels 

132 approximately 80% of the total secreted protein or up to 30% of the total cell protein [23] 

133 [www.pichia.com]. Due to its positive features, over 300 industrial processes have been licensed 
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134 and more than 70 commercial products made in P. pastoris are currently on the market.  The 

135 range of application fields is very wide from industrial enzymes (nitrate reductase), to animal feed 

136 additives (phytase) and biopharmaceutical proteins. Interestingly, two biopharmaceuticals have 

137 been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)  and the European Commission 

138 (Kalbitor®  and Jetrea®) [25] and over 20 therapeutic product candidates are still in the clinical 

139 pipeline [15,26]. Due to the high potential of P. pastoris, several reviews have been published 

140 recently [27–32]. However, none covers specifically novel aspects focused on bioprocess 

141 engineering to improve the current fermentation strategies, especially those focused on avoiding 

142 the use of methanol, since this compound involves numerous drawbacks for industrial application. 

143 Up-to-date fermentation technology has not reached yet the same maturity as traditional chemical 

144 processes, which is essential to increase the product accessibility in low and middle resource 

145 countries [33,34].

146

147 This review aims to update and discuss the most promising innovative developments in methanol-

148 free P. pastoris cultivation strategies, mostly focused on constitutive GAP promoter 

149 (glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, PGAP), and based on rational approaches through the 

150 efficient application of bioprocess engineering tools. Special attention has been given to the 

151 potential scalability and industrial implementation feasibility towards improvement of the overall 

152 bioprocess efficiency and profit.

153

154 Operational strategies for P. pastoris bioprocesses: from conventional approaches to 

155 rational innovative strategies

156

157 Even though the current interest in P. pastoris as a cell factory for different production processes 

158 is rapidly increasing [2], the fermentation technology developed for this yeast is still far from 

159 achieving the maturity of other common organisms used in the microbial fermentation industry, 
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160 such as E. coli or S. cerevisiae [35]. As with other production processes, a fermentation aims to 

161 produce the maximum amount of product in the minimum process time (space-time-yield, STY) 

162 and volumetric productivity, (QP [35]).  For the design and implementation of innovative 

163 bioprocess strategies, it is important to select reference parameters independent of process-

164 specific settings, such as specific growth rate (μ), specific substrate uptake rate (qS), specific 

165 production rate (qP) or yields. Instead, other parameters non-comparable between different 

166 systems, such as biomass concentration, reactor volume, process time or addition feed rates 

167 should be avoided [35]. In general, the efficiency of the fermentation processes is importantly 

168 influenced by different operational parameters including temperature (T), pH, osmolality, 

169 dissolved oxygen concentration (pO2) and medium composition. However, excluding pO2 [36–

170 38], the selection of the optimal set-point as well as the control strategies for these parameters 

171 along cultivation are often considered straightforward for P. pastoris bioprocesses. The best 

172 ranges are widely known, extensively reviewed and used by most of the authors [39,40]. 

173

174 Promoter selection plays an essential role in the bioprocess development, since it critically 

175 determines the fermentation strategy. From the different promoters available for P. pastoris 

176 described in the literature [41,42], which are in continuous rapid evolution,  the most commonly 

177 used in industrial processes are still constitutive PGAP and the methanol inducible AOX1 (alcohol 

178 oxidase 1, PAOX1). The advantages of the former are primarily related to the non-utilization of 

179 methanol as the carbon source and/or inducer; thus, it can be substituted by alternative standard 

180 carbon sources, such as glucose or glycerol. Problems related to the storage, delivery and safety 

181 of large quantities of methanol would be avoided [40], as well as operational problems associated 

182 with methanol metabolism, which increases the complexity of the culture strategies that allow it 

183 to reach  optimal production performances [43,44].  The PGAP expression system, therefore, 

184 contributes greatly to the development of cost-effective bioprocesses for large-scale RPP [45]. In 

185 the following sections, the primary operational strategies related to PGAP are summarized. 

186
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187 Carbon source selection. How do the alternatives affect the process?
188
189 The two most frequently used carbon sources for PGAP-based systems are glucose and glycerol. 

190 However, fructose, sorbitol, mannitol, ethanol, methanol and trehalose also allow the expression 

191 of PGAP-driven proteins. In general, in the literature similar production rates have been achieved 

192 using both substrates or slightly higher using glucose [46]. As an example, when comparing both 

193 alternatives systematically to produce a human antibody fragment (Fab) in batch process, similar 

194 production was obtained. However, growing in conditions of glucose excess, YX/S was lower and 

195 by-products, such as ethanol, arabitol and acetate, were detected in the culture broth [47]. Thus, 

196 since glycerol does not generate by-products, it should be recommended for batch cultures. On 

197 the other hand, when comparing glucose and glycerol in carbon-limited fed-batch strategy at 

198 constant µ, no differences in yields and productivities were observed. However, due to both the 

199 lower heat yield (YQ/X) and YO2/X for glucose, this substrate should be recommended for the fed-

200 batch phase [48].  For industrial bioprocesses, economic factors such as substrate costs and the 

201 potential low-cost alternatives derived from industry by-products should also be taken into 

202 consideration. For yeast cell factories, molasses from the sugar industry, glycerol from the 

203 biodiesel industry, corn steep liquor from the starch industry, spent sulphite liquor from the forest 

204 products industry and cheese whey from the dairy industry are considered possible alternatives 

205 [49].  

206

207 Chemostat and fed-batch as tools for physiological characterization
208
209 Currently, in bioprocess engineering, a physiological characterization of the producing strains 

210 that includes production rates and yields is considered essential for a proper bioprocess 

211 development [35,50,51]. In this regard, is essential to know how changes in environmental culture 

212 factors affect the cell factory, including the rearrangement of central carbon, amino acid 

213 metabolism and other basic cell functions. These effects can have a direct impact on cell growth, 

214 folding stress and vesicular transport, with possible implications in protein secretion, and other 
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215 aspects affecting the production rates and yields [52–55]. To determine these relationships, fed-

216 batch or continuous cultivations are generally performed. In general, continuous mode is the 

217 strategy most frequently used to obtain physiological data, due to the robustness that allows 

218 working in the stationary state and thus very stable culture conditions, as well as providing an 

219 equivalent physiological state for all the cells in the culture. Due to these features, the chemostat 

220 is currently considered an excellent tool for systems biology to provide mechanistic explanations 

221 for the effect of different process variables in cell factory performance [56]. Although interesting 

222 studies have been recently published, fed-batch cultures are often considered less robust and more 

223 laborious and time consuming [57–59].  Interestingly, the use of automated micro-fermentation 

224 platforms using either microtitre plates as a bioreactor, or micro-bioreactors on a mL scale, is 

225 emerging as an interesting potential alternative to minimize the time consuming steps of 

226 bioprocess physiological characterization when comparing different strains or producer clones 

227 [60–64].

228

229 Fed-batch, the most frequently used operating mode for recombinant protein production 

230 processes

231
232 To date, the fed-batch mode has been widely used for recombinant production processes, since it 

233 allows extension of process time, as well as attaining higher biomass and product titre by gradual 

234 feeding of the selected substrate(s) [65]. Currently, simple nutrient feeding strategies for the fed-

235 batch phase using pulse additions, constant rates, ramp and/or step-based profiles, which have 

236 been commonly used in the basic protocols, may be considered obsolete. The implementation of 

237 these simple feeding strategies during the fed-batch phase is not designed to cover the 

238 physiological requirements of the cells and thus gives rise to bioprocesses which are far from their 

239 optimal performance.  A successful feeding strategy for fed-batch cultivation should aim to allow 

240 requirements for cell growth alongside the bioprocess. Therefore, physiological knowledge of the 

241 host cell is essential to increase its performance in order to reach optimal production rates and 
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242 yields. For instance, exponential feeding profiles provide a straightforward and effective strategy 

243 to achieve pseudo-stationary state conditions. In this case, culture reaches a constant and 

244 controlled specific growth rate, as well as fairly constant substrate(s) specific consumption and 

245 product production rates, i.e. providing a controlled environment to cover cell growth 

246 requirements and RPP  [40,48].  

247

248 Effect of specific growth rates on protein production
249
250 “Production kinetics”, which correlate specific product formation (qP) and specific biomass 

251 growth rate (µ), is usually considered a crucial factor for bioprocess efficiency, regardless of the 

252 selected criterion for bioprocess optimization [66]. Thus, since the involved rates are non-

253 extensive variables, they are comparable at different fermentation systems. The product formation 

254 kinetics reflect the equilibrium between the various steps until the product is secreted and are 

255 subject to numerous physiological factors [39]. Each cell factory producing a specific 

256 recombinant protein in a given fermentation mode has a kinetic profile that should be taken into 

257 consideration to reach an optimum bioprocess production [67]. Thus, when developing a 

258 production process, the qP vs μ relationship has to be empirically determined. 

259

260 Compromise between yield and productivity is essential during bioprocess development in order 

261 to reach optimal performance. Different approaches are proposed to address this scenario in order 

262 to maximize the goal criteria. Usually, the feeding profile is optimized as a decision variable, 

263 while in other applications the goal of optimization is to find the best values for µ or qS in which 

264 volumetric productivity or space-time yield (STY) is maximized. To apply more precise and robust 

265 control schemes, the use of a closed-loop control and software sensors, as well as predictive and 

266 adaptive control, generally requires multiple on-line measurements to follow the optimal time 

267 profiles of the specific growth rate, biomass or substrate concentration [68–72]. However, if an 

268 advanced control system is implemented in an industrial application, it must increase performance 
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269 while keeping the cost lower than the derived benefit and also do this without significantly 

270 increasing process complexity and operational and labour costs [73]. Specific case-studies of 

271 monitoring and direct feed-back control in P. pastoris are available in the literature [40,74,75]. 

272 As an example, a human Fab production applying the exponential feeding strategy showed that 

273 the implementation of a constant high μ resulted into the maximum values for yield and 

274 productivity [48]. Alternatively, an optimal decreasing  μ  trajectory was implemented in order to 

275 improve production of the same Fab [76]. When comparing the alternatives, as time proceeds 

276 during the cultivation process, optimal μ profiles allow maximizing volumetric productivity, 

277 while also providing suitable product yields. However, in terms of specific productivity, a high 

278 constant μ achieved two-fold higher rates due to the lower fermentation time. 

279

280 An updated revision of the different operational fed-batch strategies under PGAP presented in 

281 previous studies [23,40,67] is shown in Table 2.  For processes based on the PAOX1, different 

282 alternatives to optimize the production of some recombinant proteins can also be found in the 

283 literature [77–80]. For this system, the non-monotonic product formation kinetics may be coupled 

284 to the methanol metabolic burden or to secretory pathway saturation due to its outstanding 

285 expression levels [35,81,82]. Thus, using optimal profiles is advisable when the production 

286 kinetics are nonlinear [83].

287

288 Exploiting host physiology knowledge for rational development of bioprocess 

289 engineering strategies

290
291 Current trends in bioprocess engineering are directed towards a conceptual approach that aims to 

292 design processes based on the properties of both the physiology of the host cell system and the 

293 product, as well as the characteristics of the bioreactor equipment available [58,84]. In practice, 

294 improved cultivation strategies are usually rationally designed from the physiological 

295 characterization of producer strains [35,85].  As a simple but successful example of bioprocess 
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296 engineering development based on knowledge of host cell physiology is the activation of cell 

297 stress responses [11]. The recent development of these strategies derives from several reported 

298 cases in which increasing cell stress may couple with overexpression of the protein [26]. 

299 Therefore, when identifying a stress condition that enhances protein expression, a systematic 

300 study on the cellular machinery of cell factories can lead to determination of optimal conditions 

301 that allow protein overexpression. 

302

303 Currently, detailed transcriptomic, proteomic and metabolomic studies of cellular reactions to 

304 environmental stress factors have been performed and published with different microorganisms, 

305 including  P. pastoris and S. cerevisiae [53,86]. In P. pastoris cultivations, the effects of different 

306 media osmolality, temperature, specific growth rate and oxygen supply were compared at the 

307 transcriptome and proteome levels, revealing strong transcriptional and expression regulation of 

308 core metabolic genes, and in turn, also of the recombinant protein of interest driven by PGAP 

309 [53,86–89]. From those, the effects of biomass growth and oxygen supply have been specifically 

310 studied in order to develop innovative cultivation strategies in both chemostat and fed-batch 

311 modes that exploit the stress conditions leading to recombinant protein overexpression.

312

313 Carbon-starving conditions to enhance recombinant protein production
314
315 It was first reported in 2007 that a significant increase in PGAP –driven protein expression occurred 

316 on short-time glucose depletion periods in shake-flask cultures. This work did neither hypothesize 

317 about the causes of overexpression nor aimed to exploit this phenomena in large-scale cultures 

318 [90].  In a later study, different time combinations of carbon feeding and starvation periods were 

319 compared in order to develop a strategy to increase the production in fed-batch cultures. All the 

320 strategies compared achieved important increases in terms of product titre and yields (YP/S and 

321 YP/X) without affecting growth parameters. However, due to increased bioprocess times, in terms 

322 of productivity values, the results were not always better than the conventional exponential 

323 profile. Overall, best results were obtained when combining both the shortest feeding and carbon-
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324 starving periods. The hypothesis proposed to describe the mechanisms leading to the protein 

325 overexpression was based on the described yeast response adaptation to changing nutritional 

326 states [91,92]. These rapid and complex mechanisms of transcription and translation regulation 

327 promote adaptation to new environments, which may include PGAP-regulated genes [93,94]. A 

328 similar strategy was previously proposed for the yeast Hansenula polymorpha, which also 

329 enhanced RPP compared to conventional feeding profiles [95]. Based on the favourable results, 

330 as well as the simplicity of the new operational strategy, the development of feeding profiles that 

331 include carbon-starving periods in order to promote target gene overexpression, should be 

332 considered highly promising for industrial yeast-based RPP. 

333

334 Implementation of oxygen-limiting conditions to increase RPP
335

336 Oxygen availability has been widely studied in P. pastoris recombinant production processes, 

337 because its limited transfer capacity can become a bioprocess-limiting factor. Different studies 

338 have assessed the dissolved oxygen effect on protein production observing slight differences 

339 [36,96]. However, for PGAP-based bioprocesses, it has been reported that oxygen-limited cultures 

340 can lead to up to 3-fold increases in terms of qP, [51,53,87]. Interestingly, oxygen-limiting 

341 conditions led to similar improvements in a PAOX1 system and S. cerevisiae [36,97–99]. A primary 

342 test assessing oxygen-limiting effect in both chemostat and fed-batch cultivation was carried out 

343 for a PGAP-driven Fab production [87]. This work described a decrease in biomass production, the 

344 generation of ethanol and a significant increase in both qP and volumetric productivity, QP. This 

345 environmental stress led to a shift from a respiratory to respiro-fermentative metabolism resulting 

346 in the physiological effect mentioned. The metabolic impact increased progressively as oxygen 

347 availability decreased.  Inter-disciplinary systems biology studies, including transcriptomic, 

348 proteomic and metabolomic analyses, were subsequently carried out to understand the cell 

349 responses to hypoxic conditions [53,55,100]. Recently, a publication further discussed how to 
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350 implement practically the desired oxygen-limiting conditions for different bioreactors regardless 

351 of oxygen transfer capacity [51]. 

352 Maximum levels of protein production were always achieved for the most severely oxygen-

353 limiting conditions prior to respiratory pathway collapse. The target gene overexpression may be 

354 due to the overall increased transcriptional levels observed for glycolytic pathway genes. In 

355 addition, overexpression may also be coupled to further hypoxic effects such as increased 

356 transcription of the unfolded protein responses (UPR) genes and changes in membrane fluidity. 

357 Overall, the metabolic shift to respiro-fermentative pathways leads to a decrease in biomass 

358 yields, generation of secreted by-products (primarily ethanol), and an increase in qS, qCO2 and 

359 respiratory quotient (RQ). Specifically for hypoxic Pichia cultures, the trends of specific ethanol 

360 production rate (qethanol) and RQ respect to oxygen availability could lead to feasible indirect 

361 reporting parameters of oxygen availability for the cells [51,101]. Importantly, it would allow 

362 implementation of oxygen-limiting conditions to different fermenters regardless of their oxygen 

363 transfer capacity. At the practical level, since the control of qethanol would require a more complex 

364 estimation, a priori the RQ on-line determination should be considered more feasible.

365

366 The effect of lack of essential nutrients on RPP

367
368 Both alternatives previously discussed demonstrate a common factor, namely the induction of an 

369 environmental stress to the cells caused by the lack of essential nutrients for growth. PGAP natively 

370 regulates glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), a key NAD-binding enzyme in 

371 the glycolysis and gluconeogenesis pathways, and thus the central carbon metabolism. Adaptation 

372 responses to stress are expected to regulate yeast central carbon metabolism, the metabolic fluxes 

373 through the glycolysis pathway, and, in turn, transcription of the PGAP-regulated genes. Thus, it is 

374 not surprising that environmental stress conditions have a direct impact on the levels of RPP. 

375 However, an excessive impact of both environmental stress conditions studied can even lead to a 

376 detrimental effect on product formation. Therefore, deep and systematic studies to characterize 
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377 the impact on host cell physiology and its productivity are necessary to exploit overexpression of 

378 the desired product (Figure 1). In turn, bioprocess engineering will aim to design, develop and 

379 implement new operational cultivation strategies that allow maximizing the recombinant 

380 production yields and product.

381

382 Towards industrial implementation of P. pastoris bioprocesses
383
384 Scale up of complex bioprocesses is always challenging, since this step in a bioprocess 

385 development is not straightforward. Usually, important variation in bioprocess performance and 

386 efficiencies are observed, as described in several studies [33,38,75,102–104]. One of the most 

387 important factors that can lead to significant loss of bioprocesses efficiency is that, while lab-

388 scale bioreactors are considered perfectly mixed, lack of homogeneity is an issue in large-scale 

389 cultivations. The difference in mixing often leads to significant differences in mass and heat 

390 transfer in the processes [105]. As a result, spatial gradients of important parameters, such as 

391 dissolved gases, pH, temperature or concentration of substrates are all likely to emerge, leading 

392 to potential conditions of oxygen limitation or other essential nutrient starvation [106]. Spatial 

393 heterogeneity, in turn, leads to important difficulties in monitoring and controlling large-scale 

394 cultivation, because the process sensors can only display an average of the whole system [33]. 

395 These environmental conditions may impose stress conditions on the cells, which can often 

396 importantly affect biomass growth and product generation of industrial-scale bioreactors and 

397 consequently bioprocess efficiency being positive or negative. Specifically hypoxia, transient 

398 anoxia and nutrient starvation are of great importance in process optimization [38,50,51]. 

399 Therefore, the most commonly selected parameters to keep constant between scales for these 

400 highly aerobic and high cell density systems are impeller tip speed, volumetric power input, 

401 oxygen transfer rates, volumetric oxygen mass transfer coefficient (kLa) or minimum dissolved 

402 oxygen concentration.  Although bioprocess engineering development of PGAP systems is still in 
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403 its infancy compared with PAOX1 [40], scale up under PGAP should be easier due to the use of 

404 glucose/glycerol as main substrate instead of methanol.

405

406 Why to avoid the use of methanol on the way to large-scale production
407

408 From an industrial point of view, a priori primary advantages of using alternative systems to 

409 methanol-inducible bioprocesses can be anticipated. Primarily, problems related to storage, 

410 delivery and safety of large quantities of methanol would be avoided [40]. In addition, using 

411 methanol as a main substrate involves operational problems at high-cell density cultures derived 

412 from the methanol catabolism, in particular, high values for oxygen requirements and heat 

413 production [44,48,107]. Avoiding the use of methanol also reduces the accumulation of the by-

414 products of methanol metabolism, as well as cell lysis and subsequent release of native protein 

415 and potential proteolysis of secreted products of interest [108,109]. Furthermore, accounting for 

416 downstream issues, additional steps in order to achieve the total elimination of methanol in the 

417 final product,  would be rendered necessary [45]. 

418 Thus, alternative methanol-free systems are expected to contribute greatly  to the development of 

419 cost-effective solutions for industrial RPP [40]. Recent strain engineering approaches that exploit 

420 the exceptional capacity features of the PAOX1, but in simpler methanol-free de-repressed 

421 bioprocesses, could become promising alternatives. Up-to-date conventional methanol inducible 

422 strains have been retrofitted into methanol-free systems regulated by glucose/glycerol. For 

423 instance, it has been achieved by the derepressed overexpression of key identified PAOX1-related 

424 transcription factors (Mxr1, Mit1 and Prm1), which by themselves are suitable to activate the 

425 PAOX1-based RPP machinery strongly [110–112]. However, although some reports are starting to 

426 address basic parameters such as substrate comparison and production kinetics determination, the 

427 bioprocesses developed for these strains are currently still not widely described in the literature 

428 [59,113]. Finally, although methanol involves operational drawbacks from an industrial point of 
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429 view, the productivity of the bioprocess, product quality and its corresponding analysis of 

430 economic viability will determine the decision about which the expression system to be used. 

431

432 Design criteria in bioprocess optimization
433
434 The current trend in bioprocess optimization is to move away from standard protocols towards 

435 concepts that enable an operator to adapt particular recommendations to any specific clones/strain 

436 or bioreactor [67]. Strain and process engineering strategies should be combined in order to 

437 achieve optimal results, avoiding complex media to reduce costs and facilitate downstream 

438 processes [23,114], with the aim of increasing economic viability of the bioprocess. However, 

439 bottlenecks are generally product-specific and need to be identified in each particular case taking 

440 into account economic considerations [29]. 

441

442 When optimizing a bioprocess efficiency, usually YP/S, QP and the final titre are selected as design 

443 criteria. Significant reduction in capital and operating costs can be achieved when reaching high 

444 values of these indexes. These criteria are also importantly affected by the field of application of 

445 the product. Usually, YP/S is selected to obtain low added value products, whereas QP and titre are 

446 often prioritized to produce high added value products [36,115]. In fermentation, in order to boost 

447 bioprocess efficiency it is essential to produce the maximum product amount within the minimum 

448 time (QP or space time yield, STY). This goal will be achievable by reaching the maximum 

449 biomass amount jointly with high qP within the shortest process time required to recover a product 

450 that meets quality specifications demanded for its application [35]. In addition, for high value-

451 added products, the requirement for a high final titre are usually also crucial, since it allows the 

452 reduction of costs for downstream processing. Product quality takes into account target attributes, 

453 such as biological activity, half-life, immunogenicity and safety, protein glycosylation, and 

454 aggregation [67,116]. These may be compromised by release of intracellular proteases and/or host 

455 proteins which occurs when the culture suffers cell lysis or death [39,117]. Correct folding and 
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456 functionality of the product are primarily defined by the cell physiological characteristics but can 

457 be modified by cultivation parameters [88,118,119]. 

458

459 Since in most industrial fermentation processes for RPP product formation is growth-associated, 

460 biomass is often considered an unavoidable but crucial waste by-product. In fact, the optimal qP 

461 is usually reached when working at high µ [35]. Furthermore, due to the different biological and 

462 different physical restrictions (primarily heat and mass transfer), it must also be taken into 

463 consideration that the maximum amount of biomass reachable in the bioprocesses must be limited 

464 as much as possible. Consequently, higher product amounts may be generated when performing 

465 the bioprocesses at lower growth rates, which therefore lead to longer fermentation times before 

466 the process is stopped due to system limitations. In this context, for careful optimization of 

467 bioprocess performance indicators such as STY or product yield, the trade-off between qP and  µ 

468 turns to be crucial [50]. In addition, the use of biomass as single-cell protein (SCP), in order to 

469 obtain value-added products for food and agriculture industries, can become a viable and 

470 interesting circular-economy practice [120,121]

471

472 The industrial trend: From fed-batch to continuous production processes?

473
474 Currently, most protein production processes using yeast as cell factories are still carried out with 

475 fed-batch fermentations, which allows higher biomass and product concentration, yields and 

476 productivity by preventing substrate inhibition and catabolite repression [122]. P. pastoris 

477 cultivations in industrial processes are often carried out in large stirred tank bioreactors (up to 10 

478 m3), achieving high amounts of biomass and product [123]. In general, the primary costs of yeast 

479 fermentations are usually related to substrate and energy. When reaching very high cell densities, 

480 the aeration requirements are coupled with the need for efficient cooling systems. However, 

481 considering the overall bioprocess, purification represents a very high proportion of the total 
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482 bioproduct cost, especially for those with high added-value [123]. Finally, the biomass separation 

483 from high cell density cultures is also a challenging task in downstream processing [124].

484

485 Although until now the protein production processes using yeasts are primarily conducted in batch 

486 or fed-batch mode, the current trend, as in other industries, is leading to the transition from batch 

487 to continuous manufacturing. This trend aims to exploit the benefits of continuous production 

488 such as flexible operation, higher productivity and quality, decreased cost, smaller facilities and 

489 the integration and the simplification of the processes. However, the use of this cultivation mode 

490 still presents important drawbacks, including losses of productivity due to genetic instability of 

491 the cells [125], higher risk of contamination and poor short-term flexibility to handle multiple 

492 products due to long run times [126–128]. Continuous cultivations are currently being used for 

493 industrial recombinant human insulin production,  carried out using S. cerevisiae as a cell factory 

494 [129]. For P. pastoris, several recombinant proteins have been successfully produced in 

495 continuous cultures at laboratory bench-scale for both constitutive (PGAP) and methanol-inducible 

496 (PAOX1) expression [38,88,130–133]. A summary of several continuous processes under PGAP is 

497 presented in Table 3 [76,134–136].  The change of operational mode from fed-batch to 

498 continuous should be considered an effective strategy for improving the bioprocess efficiency.  

499 Indeed, the FDA has encouraged the development of continuous processing for 

500 biopharmaceuticals manufacturing [126,137,138].

501
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1 Tables

2

3 Table 1. Summary of the main advantages of P. pastoris as a recombinant protein expression 

4 system. (GRAS = Generally Recognised as Safe. DCW = Dry Cell Weight).

Genetic Engineering Protein processing Bioprocess engineering

Simple and stable genetic 
manipulation

Eukaryotic capacity for folding, 
assembling and performing PTM’s

GRAS organism lacks detectable 
endotoxins

Numerous tools available for genetic 
manipulation including 
CRISPR/Cas9 system.

Protein processing and secreting 
pathway similar to high eukaryotes Non-fermentative growth on glucose

Different strong and efficient 
promoters

Ability to secrete efficiently target 
proteins combined with low levels of 

secretion for native proteins

Growth in chemically defined 
medium up to 120 g DCW L-1

Reported high yield and stable 
producing strains

Reduced hyperglycosilation and 
reported human-like glycoengineered 

strains

Well-established large-scale 
production and downstream 

processing
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Table 2. Summary of recombinant protein production processes in fed-batch cultures under GAP promoter in P. pastoris.

Protein expressed
Promoter

PGAP vs PAOX1
comparison

Strain Operational strategy Volume
(L)

μ
(h-1)

Production
(mg L-1)

Qp
(mg L-1 h-1)

qp
(mg gx

-1 h-1)
YX/S

(g g-1)
YP/X

(mg g-1)
Final DCW

(g/L) Ref.

Fungal 
endoglucanase

Rather
similar X33 Pseudo Constant 

feeding rate 15 n.d.

Between

5000-7000 86 0.5 1.03*
n.d. 37.5 160 [139]

β-Mannanase AOX1 > GAP GS115 Constant feeding rate 1 n.d.
960

Equiv.
2980 UL-1

10
Equiv

31 U L-1 h-1
n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d [140]

GGH / GLP-1 GAP > AOX1 X33 Constant glucose 
concentration 5 g L-1 5 n.d. 246 3.8 0.1 -- 5.9 41.2 [141]

rhIK-2-HSA AOX1 > GAP X33 DO depending 5 n.d. 250 2.5 -- -- -- 75 [142]

Angiostatin GAP > AOX GS115 Continuous feeding 20 n.d. 176 4.9 -- -- -- -- [143]

Fab fragment 
(anti-HIV 

antibody 2F5)
--- X33 Constant feeding rate 1.75 Variable 41.2 -- 0.02 -- -- -- [144]

Fab fragment 
(anti-HIV 

antibody 2F5)
--- X33 Fed-batch optimal 

profile 2 Variable 45 0.67 0.04 --- 0.47 94 [76]

Fab fragment 
(anti-HIV 

antibody 2F5)
--- X33 Exponential feeding 

rate 5 Controlled 
0.05-0.15 25 0.73 0.09 0.45 0.25 100 [48]

Glucose 
isomerase --- X33 DO control

15% 3 -- 4500
U L-1 -- -- 0.22 126

U g-1 44 [37]

hGM-CSF --- GS115 Exponential feeding 
rate 2 0.2 250 7.35 0.07 1.05 2.4 98 [145]

hSA --- X33
SMD1168H

Fed-batch optimal 
profile 3.5 Variable 44 2.2 0.06-0.02 -- -- 98 [146]

Streptavidin --- X33 Constant feeding rate 0.5 -- 221 3.06 -- -- -- 30 [147]

Rhizopus oryzae 
lipase --- GS115 Constant feeding rate 7 -- 2600

U mL-1
30.95

U mL-1 h-1 -- -- -- 140 [148]

*Some of the presented values were estimated from the published available data.
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Table 3. Summary of recombinant protein production processes in continuous mode under GAP promoter in P. pastoris.

Protein
expressed Strain Volume

(L)
μ

(h-1)
Production

(mg L-1)
Qp

(mg L-1 h-1)
qp

(mg gx
-1 h-1)

YX/S
(g g-1)

YP/X
(mg g-1)

Final 
DCW
(g/L)

Ref.

Serum albumin 
(human) SMD1168H 1 0.015-0.15 30.04

(μ = 0.15) --- 0.15 0.52 1.16 --- [88]

Fab fragment 
(anti-HIV 

antibody 2F5)
X33 2 0.0086-0.2 --- --- 0.046 0.56 --- --- [76]

Fab fragment 
(anti-HIV 

antibody 2F5)
X33 1 0.025-0.15 --- --- 0.057 0.43 --- --- [50]

hGM-CSF 
(human) X33 1 0.025-0.2 82 --- 0.5 0.8 2.5 35 [136]

rh-chitinase X33
SMD1168 1.5 0.05 360 18 0.15 0.33 3.6 100 [149]

rh-chitinase X33 15 0.042 250 6 0.055 0.37 2.3 110 [150]

phytase X33 2 0.05-0.035 --- --- 1,4 kU/g·h -- -- -- [134]

α-amylase GS115 20 125 --- --- --- --- --- [135]

*Some of the presented values were estimated from the published available data.


